1. Place frame face down on a soft cloth.

2. Insert a plastic marker into each of the mounting brackets and slide all the way up. (Fig. 1) Rotate markers so the indicator lines run horizontally (side-to-side) to lock them in place.

3. Using the foam tape, place the supplied level on top of the frame. Position and level the frame in the desired wall location. (Fig. 2)

4. Firmly press frame against the wall once to create small dimple marks as nail position indicators. Remove level and tape.

5. Turn frame over and remove plastic markers. Unlock by turning 90° to vertical position, then remove from bracket.

6. Insert tip of nail just barely into the marker (nail should NOT protrude through the other side of the marker. (Fig. 3)
7. Place marker and nail into dimple mark with indicators running vertically (up/down). (Fig. 4) Hammer in, with nail head pointing towards the ceiling, until the nail is flush against the marker.

8. Tap the flat part of the marker with the hammer, making sure it is 100% flush to the wall. (Fig. 5) Repeat steps 7 and 8 for second marker.

9. Align and insert markers into the larger frame bracket holes, then push down to complete frame installation. (Fig. 6)

If you need to remove markers from the wall, grip the markers with pliers. Pull towards the ceiling at a 45º angle. For more information or a video demo on Level-Lock™, visit www.level-lock.com.